Following is a sampling of what the Central Park Library Genealogy collection holds on Irish and Irish-American genealogy. For browsing, the Dewey Decimal call# frequently assigned to books on Irish genealogy is 929.3415. Do a “Subject” search using these terms to bring up more items in the Library catalog:

Heraldry – Ireland
Ireland – Emigration and immigration
Ireland – Genealogy
Ireland – Maps
Ireland – Registers
Irish Americans – Genealogy
Libraries – Ireland –Directories
Names, Irish
Northern Ireland – Genealogy
Scots-Irish – Genealogy
Ships – Ireland – Passenger lists
Wills – Ireland

County Longford: genealogy & family history: special extracts from the Irish Archives [GS 929.3418 Ir65]

Emigrants from Ireland to America, 1735-1743: a transcription of the report of the Irish House of Commons into enforced emigration to America by Frances McDonnell [GR 929.3415 E53]

Erin’s sons: Irish Arrivals in Atlantic Canada, 1761-1853 by Terrence [GR 929.3715 P98]

Famine Immigrants: lists of Irish immigrants arriving at the port of New York, 1846-1851 edited by Ira A. Glazier and Michael Tepper 7 volumes, [GR 929.373 F19]

Genealogist’s guide to discovering your Irish Ancestors: how to find and record your unique heritage by Dwight A. Radford [GR 929.1 R12]

Guide for Irish churches and graveyards compiled by Brian Mitchell [GR 929.3415 M68]

Guide to Irish parish registers by Brian Mitchell [GR 929.3415 M68p]

Irish family histories by Ida Grehan [GR 929.3415 G82]

Irish marriages; being an index to the marriages in Walker’s Hibernian magazine, 1771 to 1812 [GR 929.3415 F24]

Irish passenger lists 1803-1806: lists of passengers sailing from Ireland to America extracted from the Hardwicke papers, compiled by Brian Mitchell [GR 929.3415 Ir681]

Irish relatives and friends: from “Information wanted” ads in the Irish-American, 1850-1871 compiled by Laura Murphy DeGrazia & Diane Fitzpatrick Haberstroh [GR 929.373 D32]


New Genealogical Atlas of Ireland by Brian Mitchell [GS 919.415 M68]

Passengers from Ireland: lists of passengers arriving at American ports between 1811 and 1817 transcribed from the Shamrock of Hibernian chronicle by Donald M. Schlegel [GR 929.373 S33]

Search for missing friends: Irish immigrant advertisements placed in the Boston pilot edited by Ruth M. Harris and Donald M. Jacobs 8 volumes [GR 929.3744 S43]

Tracing your Irish ancestors: the complete guide by John Grenham, 3rd ed. [GR 929.1 G82 2006]